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Parents and Children
Sage Homeschooling: Wild and Free offers a natural learning path, for gentle
parents who dream of living fully in joy and connection with their children while
giving them all they need to be successful, with eight secrets to living a fulfilling
unschooling life. In this inspirational and secular guide, you will learn how to:
deschool, shaking off all the educational programming that weighs you down
maintain your relationship focus on connection beyond the early years trust in your
children and their natural learning journey embrace the freedom that fosters
meaningful productivity and independence utilize collaboration in respectful
partnership to achieve self-directed growth fully realize the environment as a
valuable tool for playful learning live a fun lifestyle of learning through rich,
adventurous experiences set your compass for growth and success in all the ways
that matter most If you are ready to take the leap into a lifestyle of passionate
learning with clarity and confidence, then read this book! "Our job as parents is not
to educate our children but to provide environmental contexts that optimize their
ability to educate themselves. In this upbeat, fun-to-read book about her family's
unschooling practices, Rachel Rainbolt provides a multitude of great ideas about
how to do just that." Peter Gray, Research Professor of Psychology at Boston
College and author of Free to Learn.

The Well-trained Mind
Focuses on how to raise children as learners more than how to create a school
within one's household.

At Home in the World
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Offers step-by-step instruction on how to enable an academically rigorous,
comprehensive education for children from preschool through high school,
outlining a classical educational model while providing book lists, ordering
information, and Internet links.

The Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling: Year 2001 Edition
As Tsh Oxenreider, author of Notes From a Blue Bike, chronicles her family’s
adventure around the world—seeing, smelling, and tasting the widely varying
cultures along the way—she discovers what it truly means to be at home. The wide
world is calling. Americans Tsh and Kyle met and married in Kosovo. They lived as
expats for most of a decade. They’ve been back in the States—now with three kids
under ten—for four years, and while home is nice, they are filled with wanderlust
and long to answer the call. Why not? The kids are all old enough to carry their
own backpacks but still young enough to be uprooted, so a trip—a nine-monthslong trip—is planned. At Home in the World follows their journey from China to New
Zealand, Ethiopia to England, and more. They traverse bumpy roads, stand in awe
before a waterfall that feels like the edge of the earth, and chase each other
through three-foot-wide passageways in Venice. And all the while Tsh grapples
with the concept of home, as she learns what it means to be lost—yet at home—in
the world. “In this candid, funny, thought-provoking account, Tsh shows that it’s
possible to combine a love for adventure with a love for home.” —Gretchen Rubin,
New York Times bestselling author of The Happiness Project and Better Than
Before

Homeschooling All the Way Through High School
Do you long to homeschool with joy, simplicity, & success? Tried-and-true
homeschool advice! Veteran homeschool moms Tricia Goyer and Kristi Clover dish
out practical help on getting started and staying the course. Homeschool Basics
will remind you that the best homeschooling starts with the heart. Packed with
ideas to help you push aside your fears and raise kids who will grow to be life-long
learners. Tricia and Kristi believe that homeschooling can transform your life, your
home, and your family. Mostly, they believe homeschooling can truly prepare your
children for the life God's called them to live. Homeschool Basics covers the
"basics" and so much more Top 10 tips for a successful first year Getting beyond
your fears Homeschooling with multiple children -- even little ones Strategies for
when you feel overwhelmed or behind Planning your year with confidence Keeping
your sanity with homeschooling and housekeeping Don't let doubts hold you back
any longer. Hope & refreshment await.

The Everything Breastfeeding Book
Allow your children to experience the adventure, freedom, and wonder of
childhood with this practical guide that provides all the information, inspiration,
and advice you need for creating a modern, quality homeschool education.
Inspired by the spirit of Henry David Thoreau—”All good things are wild and
free”—mother of five Ainsley Arment founded Wild + Free. This growing online
community of mothers and families want their children to receive a quality
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education at home by challenging their intellectual abilities and nurturing their
sense of curiosity, joy and awe—the essence of a positive childhood. The
homeschool approach of past generations is gone—including the stigma of socially
awkward kids, conservative clothes, and a classroom setting replicated in the
home. The Wild + Free movement is focused on a love of nature, reading great
books, pursuing interests and hobbies, making the entire world a classroom, and
prolonging the wonder of childhood, an appealing philosophy that is unpacked in
the pages of this book The Call of the Wild and Free offers advice, information, and
positive encouragement for parents considering homeschooling, those currently in
the trenches looking for inspiration, as well as parents, educators, and caregivers
who want supplementary resources to enhance their kids’ traditional educations.

Minimalist Homeschooling
Contains source documents for American history and the series index.

Everything You Need to Know about Homeschooling
With more kids at home now . . . here is a book for parents, family members and
friends who want to maximize this time for a deeper learning experience for their
children and themselves. Free Range Learning will encourage and excite those who
want their children to reap important benefits from this period of “sheltering in
place,” learning at home. This is a book for anyone simply wanting some fresh
ideas at this time, or those who wonder if a commitment to ongoing
homeschooling might actually result in longer term benefits! The material in this
book is backed by scientific and educational studies, along with the testimonies of
scores of parents and kids from around the world. The work here is applicable for
young people from pre-school through high school. Studies indicate that adults
who were homeschooled are: * More likely to vote, volunteer and be involved in
their communities than graduates of conventional schools. * Read more books than
average. * More likely to have taken college level courses than the population as a
whole. * Tend to be independent and self-reliant. Children are naturally “free
range” learners. They build knowledge and skills naturally, within the full spectrum
of their daily lives, while observing, exploring and pursuing their interests. This
book guides any parent or educator in assisting that process.

Homeschooling for Excellence
The Everything Homeselling Book answers any questions you may have, and then
some! With expert advice on preparing your house for sale, creating eye-catching
listings, and holding open houses, this all-in-one guide shows you how to get
through each and every step like a pro! Features professional advice on:
Determining the best sale price Presenting your house at its finest Selling your
home at the right time Negotiating offers Getting everything in order for a swift
closing With The Everything Homeselling Book, you’ll avoid all the common pitfalls
associated with putting your home on the market—and sell it quickly with
confidence!

The Ultimate Book of Homeschooling Ideas
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If you believe that a good education is the greatest gift you can give your child,
you’re probably pretty unhappy with what’s being taught in most classrooms these
days. If you think that education should do more than just train kids to take
standardized tests, that it should build their critical thinking skills, enable them to
weigh ethical considerations, instill a passion for learning, and reflect your core
values and beliefs, then you’re probably fed up with the current state of our
schools. If, like many parents, you’re wondering whether homeschooling can be
the solution you’re looking for, then you’ll be happy to know that the answer is
yes–and Home Schooling For Dummies shows you how. This friendly, well-informed
guide is a valuable resource for parents considering homeschooling, as well as
veteran homeschooler interested in fresh homeschooling ideas. It gets you on track
with what you need to know to confidently: De termine whether homeschooling is
right for you and your family Get started in homeschooling Obtain teaching
materials Develop a curriculum that reflects your values and beliefs Comply with
all legal requirements Find healthy social outlets for your kids Join a homeschooling
cooperative From textbooks to computers to state compliance, expert Jennifer
Kaufeld, covers all the bases. She anticipates most of your questions about
homeschooling and answers them with clear, easy-to-follow answers enlivened by
real-life accounts by parents around the nation who have opted to homeschool
their children. Topics covered include: Deciding at what age to begin Determining
your kid’s learning style and teaching to it Teaching special needs children
Developing a curriculum that’s right for your children Finding social outlets for you
homeschoolers Complying with state and federal regulations Teaching at the
primary, middle school and high school levels Preparing for the SATs, ACT and
other key standardized tests Networking with other homeschoolers You shouldn’t
have to compromise on your children’s education. Get Homeschooling For
Dummies and find out how to turn your home into a school and raise smart, welladjusted kids.

Plan Your Year
Save Your Sanity While Homeschooling High School
Struggling to figure out how to get everything done? Does your homeschooling
take all day long to finish, so you don't have time to keep the house clean or get
meals to the table? Or do you manage to clean the house, but then you don't get
around to homeschooling? Perhaps you do homeschool and clean the house, but
you're on the fast track to burnout? This book is for you! This isn't just another
Homeschool Basics Book. This is a book help you find balance between
homeschooling, running a household, and caring for yourself. You can feel peaceful
and confident about homeschooling!

Homeschool Bravely
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, more families than ever before are
considering or reevaluating homeschooling. Lea Ann Garfias, homeschooling mom
of six and herself a homeschool graduate, has all the information you need to
succeed. She guides you through your toughest questions, including: Should I
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homeschool my kids? How do I get started? What books should I buy? What do I do
in the first day? The first year? How do I know if my child is on track? If
homeschooling is successful? What do I teach in each subject at every age? What
is my own best way of teaching, and how can my child learn his own way? What if
my child has a learning disability? What are the dangers of homeschooling, and
how do I avoid them? Will homeschooling help my family draw closer to God and to
each other? This complete reference guide will provide you with everything you
need to successfully tackle homeschooling in your own style, filling your
experience with confidence, grace, and the joy of learning.

Sage Homeschooling
Lists all the resources needed to create a balanced curriculum for
homeschooling--from preschool to high school level

100 Top Picks for Homeschool Curriculum
So you've decided to homeschool but don't know where to start? Don't worry,
Homeschooling 101 offers you a step by step practical guide that will help you get
started and continue on in your homeschooling journey. Erica will walk you through
all of the aspects of getting started, choosing and gathering curriculum, creating
effective lesson plans, scheduling your day, organizing your home, staying the
course and more! This book is a must read for new homeschoolers who need
tangible advice for getting started! It also includes helpful homeschool forms, and
a FREE planner! Erica is a Christian, wife, and a homeschooler. She is author of the
top homschooling website: www.confessionsofahomeschooler.com

Help! I'm Married to a Homeschooling Mom
What readers are saying about Save Your Sanity: I started reading this with a mind
full of questions and heart full of worries about homeschooling high school. It's rare
to find a book that answers all of your questions on a topic, but Ann has done it
with such warmth and candor! If you would like practical advice from a veteran
homeschooler that will put your mind at ease and inspire you about the
possibilities of homeschooling high school, this is for you! --Tina H. I've just finished
this book, and I have a list of moms I'd like to recommend it to. Ann makes some of
the biggest lessons of both parenting teens and homeschooling high school so
easy to digest and tackle. A homerun. --Beth Z. With humor and great insight, Ann
shares thoughts gathered over her many years of homeschooling, and I am so
thankful. This book is a gift. As helpful as all the practical tips are regarding topics
such as AP classes and dual enrollment, I found that some of the most important
thoughts come near the end as Ann reminds us to SEE our children for who they
are and encourages us to know them and love them well. --Jocelyn W. In this book,
Ann shares from her experience homeschooling 20+ years to help homeschool
moms manage their expectations about the high school years. She distills the
journey down to make it manageable yet effective to accomplish everything your
teen needs. There is a little bit of everything in this book; all of it will help you be
successful as you homeschool your teen. Ann believes that EVERY mom can
CONFIDENTLY, COMPETENTLY--and even CONTENTEDLY--provide the COMPLETE
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high school education that her teen needs. This book will help guide you along the
way. Table of Contents: What You Don't Need to Do,/li> What You DO Need to Do
What It Is Wise To Do Know Your WHY College Considerations Independent
Learning Socialization for Teens Talking with Teens

Teaching in Your Tiara
If you are a homeschooler, or are married to one, you know it's true! This special
breed of wife and mother is a largely unsung herothat is until Todd Wilson decided
to raise awareness, raise eyebrows, and raise some laughter. Sprinkled in between
the seriously practical side of this book to husbands are Todd's own humorous
cartoons. You'll need one for every homeschooling friend and church library!

A History of US
Homeschooling is a wonderful, worthwhile pursuit, but many homeschool parents
struggle with feelings of burnout and frustration. If you have ever felt this way,
you're not alone! Most of us need to be reminded of the "why" of homeschooling
from time to time-but "The Unhurried Homeschooler" takes parents a step further
and lifts the unnecessary burdens that many parents place on themselves.Drawing
on twenty years of homeschooling her eight children, Durenda Wilson gently
reminds parents about the things that really matter, as she offers a clear portrait
of what a life-giving home life can be during the homeschooling years. Reading
"The Unhurried Homeschooler" is like having coffee with a trusted friend. You'll be
encouraged as you learn to do what God has put before you. This book will lighten
your load while helping you learn how to raise life long learners and ENJOY the
homeschool years with your kids.

Sage Homeschooling
The Everything Homeschooling Book
The author shares her experience in homeschooling eight children for fourteen
years, and unique insights added by her children shed light as to the value of homeschool education

Everything You Need to Ace Math in One Big Fat Notebook
In this most personal of his books to date, Ben Hewitt shows us how small, mindful
decisions about day-to-day life can lead to greater awareness of the world in our
backyards and beyond. In telling the story of his sons’ unconventional education in
the fields and forests surrounding his family’s northern Vermont farm, he
demonstrates that the sparks of learning are all around us, just waiting to be
discovered. No matter where we live, Home Grown reminds us that learning at any
age is a lifelong process, and that the best education is never confined to a
classroom. Hewitt’s story will inspire you to reclaim passion, curiosity, and
creativity, not only for your children, but for yourself.
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The Everything Guide To Homeschooling
Has your daughter started wearing makeup and thinking about boys - years before
you dreamed it could happen? Are you concerned that your son has been acting up
and talking back - while you’re sure you should still be his hero? As you know, the
''tween'' years, which fall between the ages of eight and twelve, can often be a
challenging time for both you and your child. The Everything Tween Book, written
by child psychologist Dr. Linda Sonna, helps you navigate the trying years between
childhood and adolescence. From addressing such serious issues as eating
disorders and school violence to learning tolerance for pink and blue hair, The
Everything Tween Book helps you understand and cope with your child’s
psychological, social, and emotional needs. The Everything Tween Book provides
sound, professional advice on: Understanding - and dealing with - rebellion
Improving communication Disciplining Managing sibling spats Helping your tween
face peer pressure Ensuring good health Teaching sex education Packed with
practical advice and reliable tips to help you get through the worst conflicts, The
Everything Tween Book ensures that you stay sane while your tween blossoms into
a healthy, happy, and mature young adult.

Teach Your Own
Remove the clutter in your child¿s education by taking a deeper look at how you
invest your time and energy. Homeschooling does not have to mean a crazy, busy
life of too much to do, too much to buy, and too much to plan. Uniquely, Minimalist
Homeschooling offers 15 thought-provoking worksheets so every reader can
navigate their children¿s education with clarity, confidence, and excellence. The
reader is guided through the minimalist homeschool mindset and approach that
keeps schooling simple while squeezing every drop of goodness from each minute.
Consider it your own personal workshop for intentional homeschool planning with
any curriculum. There is a way for your children to learn more while doing less.

The Unschooling Handbook
Is your homeschool full of worksheets and never-ending tasks that are draining the
enjoyment of learning from your children? Do you find yourself dreading certain
subjects because they only result in tears and frustration? Or maybe your
homeschooling adventure is about to begin and your looking into your options.
Relaxed Homeschooling is designed to help you learn how to homeschool in a
relaxed and natural way. Its step-by-step guide will teach you how to inspire
learning at home through classic literature, life, and experience. It will also teach
you how to recognize your child's interests and be a mentor rather than just a
teacher. This book is perfect for anyone who is intrigued by, and has wanted to
homeschool in a more relaxed, child-led manner, but feels like they are lacking in
creativity and/or education. With over 14 years working in various areas of
education and more than 7 years of homeschooling experience, Christine Owens
has tested and seen the results of the methods that she shares in this book.
Rooted in the philosophy of A Thomas Jefferson Education, Relaxed Homeschooling
fully embraces the idea of leaving the "conveyor belt" style of education behind
and illustrates how to recognize and follow the rabbit trails that spark the interests
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of your children. I promise that if you read this book, and complete the activities in
each chapter, the educational atmosphere in your home will change for the better.
You will have children begging to learn every morning, a rekindled excitement for
learning, and you will be learning right along with them. Don't let your children
miss out on a more enriched learning experience because you're worried about
trying something new. Be the parent who is willing to take your homeschooling to
the next level. Be the parent who mentors children and supports their interests. Be
the parent who values true education. Be the parent who leads out and shows
children that learning is fun and doesn't have to feel like a chore. The tips, tricks,
and exercises that you are about to read will transform how you see your children
and their education. All you have to do is keep reading. Each chapter will give you
insight as you hone your mentoring skills, unlock the hidden curriculum in books,
and shape your home environment. Don't hesitate to create your ideal
homeschool. Take control right now! It's your home and it's your children's
education. It's about time you enjoy a more relaxed homeschool experience. So
what are you waiting for? Turn the page! What are parents saying: "This method
has a way to reduce parental stress and encourage child-directed learning. It
allows me as a parent, to be fully engaged with my child while we are both
learning. I believe that it supports all learning styles, which is critical." - Jody from
North Dakota "This book has taught me ways to use regular books and classics as
my homeschool curriculum and feel complete. It goes well with TJEd, Charlotte
Mason, unit studies, and unschooling philosophies." - Kyra F. from
California"Christine's focus is on homeschooling parents, but I have found almost
everything she writes about to be applicable to any parents." - Brian A. from
Florida"I absolutely loved it!!! . . . I want to create a much better learning
environment for my kids even though they attend public school." - Suzie M. from
California

Homeschooling 101
Finally, homeschoolers have a comprehensive guide to designing a homeschool
curriculum, from one of the country's foremost homeschooling experts. , Rebecca
Rupp presents a structured plan to ensure that your children will learn what they
need to know when they need to know it, from preschool through high school.
Based on the traditional pre-K through 12th-grade structure, Home Learning Year
by Year features: The integral subjects to be covered within each grade Standards
for knowledge that should be acquired by your child at each level Recommended
books to use as texts for every subject Guidelines for the importance of each topic:
which knowledge is essential and which is best for more expansive study based on
your child's personal interests Suggestions for how to sensitively approach less
academic subjects, such as sex education and physical fitness From the Trade
Paperback edition.

A Gracious Space (Fall)
"One of the keys to being happy while homeschooling is to do it in a way that is
natural for you - if you are a book girl, then pack your day full of literature, if you're
crafty, then get out the glue sticks and glitter, and if your brain works better when
it's sparkly then, by golly, stick a tiara on your head and go teach something!" Do
you wish that you had the chance to sit down with a seasoned homeschooling
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veteran over a cup of tea and ask every question that comes to mind? Mother of
seven and twelve year homeschooling veteran Rebecca Frech is the commonsense voice of experience and reassurance that you've been hoping to find.
Teaching in Your Tiara is a soup-to-nuts homeschooling book that walks you
through the first years - deciding that home education is right for your family,
choosing the right curriculum, understanding learning styles, not raising socially
awkward kids, maintaining your own identity, and more. Whether you're the parent
who's already committed to homeschooling or you're just dipping your toe into the
pool of consideration, this book is for you! Rebecca's logic, honesty, and humor will
leave you both amused and well-informed about the realities of homeschooling and
what it could mean for your family.

Homeschool Basics
Homeschooling isn't about teaching--it's about learning together with your child. In
this indispensable guide, author and homeschooler Sherri Linsenbach provides you
with the encouragement, inspiration, and ideas you need to explore this option for
your family. It's packed full of ideas to make the experience easy, affordable, and,
most of all, fun. Even veteran homeschoolers will find new ideas and techniques
that help keep home education interesting and exciting. This edition includes
completely new material on: Updated curriculum resources, strategies, and
methods. Fresh educational activities for grades K-12. Information on specific
learning styles and special needs. Ideas for tackling social issues and social skills in
today's world. Typical homeschool days, schedules, and activities. The author, a
homeschool veteran of more than eighteen years, presents real-life examples and
inspiring success stories from families across the country. This all-new edition of an
Everything bestseller is the only reference you'll need to ensure your children's
success--at any age!

Free Range Learning
THE COLFAXES DIDN'T START TEACHING THEIR BOYS AT HOME TO GET THEM INTO
HARVARD - BUT THAT'S WHAT HOMESCHOOLING ACCOMPLISHED! For over fifteen
years, David and Micki Colfax educated their children at home. They don't think of
themselves as pioneers, though that's what they became. Unhappy with the public
schools, the Colfaxes wanted the best education possible for their four sons: a
program for learning that met the evolving needs of each child and gave them
complete control of how and what their children learned. The results? A
prescription for excellence-Harvard educations for their sons Grant, Drew, and
Reed. (Their fourth son is still too young for college.) Now the Colfaxes tell how all
parents can become involved in homeschooling. In a straight-talking book that
reads like a frank conversation among friends, they tell what they did and how
they did it: their educational approaches, the lessons they learned, and what
materials-books, equipment, educational aids-proved most useful over the years.
Best of all, they show you how you can take charge of your children's education-in
an invaluable sourcebook that will help you find a rewarding and successful
alternative to our failing schools.

How to Get Everything Done
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Are your children losing their spark in the stifling traditional school environment?
“She used to be so curious, excited, and happy.” Are you disenchanted by your
present lifestyle? “I feel like my life is relegated to tasks, transitions, and
chauffeuring.” Looking for someone to help you navigate your way from
mainstream education to the unfamiliar world of homeschooling? “There must be a
better way, but I wouldn't know where to begin.” Do you dream of extending your
attachment parenting journey into the school years? “We've fostered such a close
bond and rewarding life, I just can't imagine giving that away.” Homeschooling: A
Lifestyle for a Connected Family is your quick and easy secular guide to building a
life that respects your child's natural learning journey. I invite you to question the
norm and empower you with courage and confidence to forge a new path that's
right for your family. You can put down this book ready to embrace homeschooling
with your children. In this book you will learn: Why we walked away from
traditional schooling The profound and surprising differences we immediately
experienced What held us back and why it shouldn't hold you back Different
educational program options How to design your home-learning environment Of
specific educational materials and resources To set your compass for raising a
child with the qualities for success How to create a harmonious and fulfilling
homeschooling lifestyle The potential pitfalls and how to avoid them How to get
started on your homeschooling journey, step by step If you want a guide to
transition to a fulfilling and connected life, then read this book!

Home Learning Year by Year
An accessible guide for fun and stress-free homeschooling! When you homeschool
your children, you can shape their education according to your own standards,
values, and ideas. In The Everything Guide to Homeschooling, homeschooler Sherri
Linsenbach provides you with all the information, inspiration, and encouragement
you need to easily and successfully homeschool your children from grades K–12.
This complete guide contains information on: The Common Core standards and
how they impact families Creating plans for typical homeschool days, including
schedules and activities Utilizing curriculum resources, strategies, and methods
Managing specific learning styles and special needs This guide is packed full of
ideas to make homeschooling your child easy, affordable, and, most of all, fun.
With ideas for tackling social issues and motivating your child, this is the only
reference you'll need to keep home education exciting and ensure your child’s
success!

The Everything Homeselling Book
To Unschoolers, Learning Is As Natural As Breathing Did you know that a growing
percentage of home schoolers are becoming unschoolers? The unschooling
movement is founded on the principle that children learn best when they pursue
their own natural curiosities and interests. Without bells, schedules, and rules
about what to do and when, the knowledge they gain through mindful living and
exploration is absorbed more easily and enthusiastically. Learning is a natural,
inborn impulse, and the world is rich with lessons to be learned and puzzles to be
solved. Successful unschooling parents know how to stimulate and direct their
children's learning impulse. Once you read this book, so will you!
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The First Year of Homeschooling Your Child
A joyful and accessible approach to homeschooling that harnesses children's
natural curiosity and makes learning a part of everyday life, whether they're in
elementary or high school Parents who are deeply invested in their children's
education can be hard on themselves and their kids. When exhausted parents are
living the day-to-day grind, it can seem impossible to muster enough energy to
make learning fun or interesting. How do parents nurture a love of learning amid
childhood chaos, parental self-doubt, the flu, and state academic standards? In this
book, Julie Bogart distills decades of experience--homeschooling her five now
grown children, developing curricula, and training homeschooling families around
the world--to show parents how to make education an exciting, even enchanting,
experience for their kids, whether they're in elementary or high school.
Enchantment is about ease, not striving. Bogart shows parents how to make room
for surprise, mystery, risk, and adventure in their family's routine, so they can
create an environment that naturally moves learning forward. If a child wants to
pick up a new hobby or explore a subject area that the parent knows little about,
it's easy to simply say "no" to end the discussion and the parental discomfort,
while dousing their child's curious spark. Bogart gently invites parents to model
brave learning for their kids so they, too, can approach life with curiosity, joy, and
the courage to take learning risks.

The Complete Home Learning Sourcebook
Homeschool the right way from day one. Are you considering homeschooling for
your family? Today, many parents recognize that their child's school options are
limited, inadequate, or even dangerous, and an increasing number are turning to
homeschooling. But where do you start and how do you ensure the highest-quality
educational experience, especially in that pivotal first year? This comprehensive
guide will help you determine the appropriate first steps, build your own
educational philosophy, and discover the best ways to cater to your child's specific
learning style, including: ·When, why, and how to get started ·The best ways to
develop an effective curriculum, assess your child's progress, and navigate local
regulations ·Kid-tested and parent-approved learning activities for all age levels
·Simple strategies for developing an independent child and strengthening family
and social relationships ·And much, much more! "To the thousands of requests we
receive for help from families new to homeschooling, we will now recommend this
warm and knowledgeable book. It will ensure that all families make it to the second
year—including yours!" —Elizabeth Kanna, editor in chief, Homeschool.com "Linda
Dobson addresses all the issues facing parents as they consider the task of
homeschooling over other educational options. Those who wonder whether they
really can or want to do the job will find unique perspectives in this well-researched
work."—Beverly K. Eakman, author and cofounder, National Education Consortium

The Everything Tween Book
Fun and Effective Home Learning Activities for Every Subject As a homeschooling
parent, you're always looking for new and creative ways to teach your child the
basics. Look no longer! Inside this innovative helper, you'll find kid-tested and
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parent-approved techniques for learning math, science, writing, history, manners,
and more that you can easily adapt to your family's homeschooling needs. And
even if you don't homeschool, you'll find this book a great teaching tool outside the
classroom. You'll discover fun and educational activities for kids ages 3 to 12,
including how to: ·Create maps based on favorite stories, such as Treasure Island
or The Wizard of Oz ·Make letters out of French fries as an alphabet learning aid
·Explore architecture by building igloos, castles, and bridges with sugar cubes and
icing ·Review spelling words by writing them on the sidewalk with chalk ·And many
more! This comprehensive collection of tried-and-true—and generally
inexpensive—ideas provides the best-of-the-best homeschooling activities that can
be done anywhere, anytime, and by anyone.

Homeschooling For Dummies
Homeschooling parents looking for support in this daunting commitment will find it
in A Gracious Space. This volume provides daily readings that offer insights into
the home education experience, as well as supplies encouragement, inspiration,
and companionship on the journey. The entries are honest reflections drawn from
Julie's life and her interaction with the thousands of homeschoolers that are
members of the Brave Writer community. Each entry is accompanied by a "quote
of the day" written by a parent like you, or a notable individual. The day's entry is
concluded with a "sustaining thought" to take with you. If you are looking for a safe
space to reflect on your homeschooling life, free of buzz words, rigid application of
ideology, and excessive cheeriness, this little volume may be just the right reading.
Sink into your real lived experience, and read an entry a day to find strength and
resources to keep going. May your home be a reflection of who you are, and a
gracious space for growth and learning.

The Unhurried Homeschooler
A critical volume for the homeschooling community that helps parents make
informed choices regarding learning styles and curriculum

Relaxed Homeschooling
More and more women are choosing to breastfeed their babies. You may be
surprised, however, to learn that nursing doesn't always come easily. The
Everything Breastfeeding Book is a friendly, unintimidating primer that helps you
make lifestyle choices that work for you and your child-and make feedings a
wonderful time for bonding. The Everything Breastfeeding Book, written by a
certified breastfeeding educator, is packed with professional advice on every
aspect of breastfeeding-from the first moments of latching on, to ensuring that
your baby is well fortified, to ultimately weaning the baby off the breast. This
thorough, easy-to-follow guide features professional, practical information on: The
most comfortable nursing positions; How to manage breast pain and swelling;
What to do when your baby is resistant; How to establish a feeding routine;
Pumping and milk storage; How your partner can help.

The Brave Learner
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Now even more complete, with updated lists of available resource materials, this
manual is your access guide to home schooling- maximizing our family life while
providing a quality education for your children. If you're considering
homeschooling, this book is a must-read before you decide; and if you've been at it
for awhile, it's a fresh perspective, with plenty of tactics for renewing your energy
and motivating your kids. With wit and wisdom gleaned from years of experience,
Debra Bell sets forth a compelling vision for the joys of home-based learnng and
the essential tools for success. The CD-ROM contains the complete text of the
book, plus website links and a search engine.

Home Grown
It’s the revolutionary math study guide just for middle school students from the
brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace Math . . . covers everything
to get a student over any math hump: fractions, decimals, and how to multiply and
divide them; ratios, proportions, and percentages; geometry; statistics and
probability; expressions and equations; and the coordinate plane and functions.
The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible
conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only book you need for each main subject taught in middle
school: Math, Science, American History, English Language Arts, and World History.
Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained.
Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable
shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core
State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards,
and are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers.
They make learning fun and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up on
Brain Quest.

The Call of the Wild and Free
Quiet the voices of "not good enough" and step courageously into guilt-free
homeschooling Many homeschool parents have a long-term relationship with selfdoubt. "Did I make the right decision?" "Could someone else do this better?" "Am I
robbing my kids of something by not sending them to ‘regular school’?" What if
there’s a better way? Not a 3-step technique or a shiny, new curriculum, but a
change in perspective that transforms the way you plan, teach, and homeschool?
Homeschool Bravely teaches you to see homeschooling as a calling, helps you
overthrow the tyranny of impossible expectations, and guides you through the
common bumps in the road, including how to: juggle school and parenting with
toddlers at home teach a struggling learner plan with the end in mind accept your
own limitations without feeling guilty stay the course even in the face of criticism
Reclaim your hope, renew your purpose, and transform your homeschool. Because
the truth is: God will use every part of your homeschool, even your fears, faults,
and failures, to weave good plans for your kids.
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